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form or degree of orthodoxy) of the Incarnation, Miracles, Sacra- 
ments, and the Trinity can easily be justified. Indeed, all things 
are possible. We are " absolutely ignorant of the essential nature 
of God" (p. 86), and accordingly we must accept our knowledge 
of Him from Revelation. And as to ourselves, we must trust our 
religious instincts, our " persistent feelings," as well as our " consist- 
ent thoughts" (p. 59), for " there is no possible ground for elevat- 
ing one element of our personality above another" (p. 6i). Thus 
in two Appendices Mr. Illingworth emphasizes his view by main- 
taining the absolute self-identity and indeterminate freedom of the 
formal or abstract self, which he identifies with " the person or 
self-conscious subject," committing himself to such statements as 
that, " in proportion as our character determines us, we are not 
self-determined, we do not act as selves, consciously using our 
power of choice" (p. I94). 

There is no need to enlarge on the unsatisfactory nature of such 
an argument as this. It goes, not " back to Kant," but " back to 
Descartes." If matter can be said to be of use to spirit in so far 
as it renders possible the development or realization of the poten- 
tialities of spirit, surely spirit must be said to be of use to matter 
in so far as it brings forth the possibilities that lie hid in matter. 
And this means that spirit is not free to do absolutely what it likes 
with matter, but merely free to act along the lines which the nature 
and laws of matter determine. 

Mr. Illingworth writes excellent and lucid English and his book 
contains a great deal of interesting matter, especially in the second 
chapter, in which " the religious influence of the material world" 
is illustrated by a series of quotations from writers of all ages and 
lands. 

R. LATTA. 
UNIVERSITY OF ST. ANDREWS, SCOTLAND. 

DOCTRINE AND DEVELOPMENT: University Sermons. By Hastings 
Rashdall, D.C.L., Fellow and Tutor of New College, Oxford. 
London: Methuen & Co. Pp. xvi., 288. 
Mr. Rashdall and Mr. Illingworth have a good deal in common, 

although they belong to somewhat different schools of Anglican 
thought,-Mr. Illingworth being a High Churchman of the newer 
type, while Mr. Rashdall is a Broad Churchman. Mr. Rashdall's 
sermons do not make up so continuous a whole as Mr. Illingworth's 
book, and he has given them the title " Doctrine and Development" 
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in order to indicate their general trend, which is to show that "all 
theology is the result of a development, and that the development 
of religious thought is not finished yet." Among the subjects of the 
sixteen sermons which make up the volume the following may be 
mentioned as of special interest: " Spiritual Theism," " The Holy 
Trinity," "The Unique Son," "The Historic Christ," "Revelation 
by Character," " The Christian Doctrine of Property," " Christ and 
Culture," and " Personality in God and Man." Perhaps the main 
object of the book may be said to be that of insisting on the value 
of finding a mean between " a Christ of dogmatic development" 
on the one hand, and "a Christ of philosophical theory" on the 
other, in " the Christ of the Gospels," " a Christ of flesh and 
blood" (p. 96). Putting the same thing in general terms, Mr. 
Rashdall declares (p. io8), "1 It is so much easier to believe in and 
to be loyal to a person than to an idea." This sharp contrast 
between "person" and "idea" is one of the points in which, as 
disciples of Lotze, Mr. Rashdall and Mr. Illingworth are at one. 
But their manner is very different. Where Mr. Illingworth tends 
to be mystical Mr. Rashdall is vigorous and aggressive. Mr. 
Illingworth is persuasive, while Mr. Rashdall is polemical. He 
conjures up a kind of devil under the name of " the Hegelian," 
whom he freely belabors "with apostolic blows and knocks," and 
he even allows himself to speak to the University of Oxford about 
Mr. F. H. Bradley's "savage hatred of Christianity," and to 
declare that Mr. Bradley attributes to his "philosophic divinity 
the truculent ferocity of a Moloch." If this kind of thing is to 
be justified at all, it can only be by the strength of argument that 
lies behind it. But the more one examines Mr. Rashdall's book 
the more confused and self-contradictory does it appear to be. 
He speaks as a II university preacher who happens to be a teacher 
of philosophy," but when he is found making such unqualified 
statements as that "solipsism is an hypothesis which can never be 
positively disproved" (p. 286), one does not know whether to 
wonder more at the dogmatism of the philosopher or at the scepti- 
cism of the minister of religion. Again, in the sermon on " Spir- 
itual Theism," Mr. Rashdall maintains the "finitude of God" on 
the ground that if He is not finite-that is, outside of human souls 
and limited by them-the name "God" must be regarded as a 
"collective name for the sum of individual minds," while in a 
later and more " Hegelian" sermon he protests vigorously against 
" the atomistic view of human nature which can see . . . in 
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human society nothing but a collection of isolated individuals, 
each of which is what he is entirely apart from his relation to the 
rest" (p. I I 2). 

In a necessarily brief notice it is impossible to do more than 
touch upon one or two of the leading ideas of Mr. Rashdall's 
book. It will be enough to refer (i) to his sharp contrast between 
"person" and "idea" and (2) to the sense in which he uses the 
idea of "uniqueness." (i) "It is so much easier to believe in 
and to be loyal to a person than to an idea." Can one believe in 
a person without believing in an idea? Do we not believe in the 
person because of the idea which rules him ? To say that it is easier 
to believe in the person than in the idea can only mean that the 
idea is a mere fancy or hypothesis of our own, not an idea which 
we have thought out and found to be a universal principle. Be- 
lieving in the person means taking the universality of the idea on 
trust without sufficient examination. It is certainly easier to do 
this, because it is easier not to think than to think. But such a 
contention is hardly what one expects from a teacher of philosophy. 
(2) Mr. Rashdall says a great deal about the "unique character 
of our Lord's consciousness," about His "solitary sonship" (pp. 
79, I05), and His " unique and, in a sense, final revelation of God" 
(pp. 8i, iii). He is not to be regarded as "merely one among 
many saints or prophets or founders of religions," but as " the only 
one of His kind," " the Son of God in a sense in which no other 
being ever was or can be." I cannot find anywhere a clear state- 
ment of what Mr. Rashdall means by " uniqueness ;" but his 
argument is in all respects similar to that of Mr. Illingworth, who 
also makes much of this idea. With a boldness which Mr. Rash- 
dall would probably not emulate, Mr. Illingworth, referring to the 
incarnation, declares that " an event which by its nature is, ex hy- 
pothesi, unique-the sole and only possible occurrence of its kind- 
has no usual order with which to come in conflict." (" Divine 
Immanence," p. 84.) But an event which " has no usual order" 
can only mean an event which is out of all relation, which is not 
in time nor space nor consciousness, whether human or divine, for 
these are all " orders." It is therefore nothing, or rather, in pro- 
fessing to exist, it is self-contradictory. Now, although Mr. Rash- 
dall, following Lotze, " cannot recognize any necessity of thought 
for believing that God works by general laws," he may perhaps 
object to Mr. Illingworth's account of " uniqueness." But in any 
other sense of the term, all events and persons are equally "unique," 
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to be alone in one's kind is another name for being an individual, 
and accordingly in any other sense of the term Mr. Rashdall's 
argument becomes untenable. 

Yet Mr. Rashdall has a better and more " Hegelian" self, which 
appears at various points throughout the book, and more especially 
in the sermons on " Revelation by Character" and " The Christian 
Doctrine of Property," where the sharp individualism of other 
parts of the book is softened if not dissolved. Mr. Rashdall's 
style is clear and trenchant, but he occasionally allows himself 
a careless phrase, like "I will merely just commend" or " I only 
want just to point out." 

Considering together the books of Mr. Illingworth and Mr. 
Rashdall, one cannot help noting the remarkable fact that the 
speculative influence of Lotze should have led one Oxford divine 
to defend the Christian religion on the basis of the unchangeable- 
ness of matter and another to support it on the ground of the 
finitude of God. 

R. LATTA. 
UNIVERSITY OF ST. ANDREWS, SCOTLAND. 

LEIBNIZ: The Monadology and other Philosophical Writings. 
Translated, with Introduction and Notes, by Robert Latta, M.A., 
D. Phil. Clarendon Press. Pp. xii., 437. 

Leibniz has hardly met with the consideration in England that 
the importance and charm of his philosophy deserve, and in that 
respect alone, if in no other, Dr. Latta's work would be justi- 
fied. It is perhaps misleading to write, as he does, of Langley's 
and Duncan's volumes as mere translations; the latter especially 
contains all of the pieces edited by Dr. Latta, besides numerous 
others, and a few, admittedly meagre, notes. The want of the Eng- 
lish student, however, was rather a guide through the confusing and 
fragmentary mass of Leibniz's lesser but more important writings; 
and this is precisely the place which the present work, with its 
admirable Introduction will now fill. The same service Boutroux 
has already performed for the French reader in his edition of the 
Monadology, which probably suggested the form of the English 
work, to some extent. There are wide differences, however, as 
might be expected, of order and of emphasis in the two expositions. 

The Introduction is divided into four parts: I. The Life and 
Works, II. General Principles of Philosophy, III. Detailed State- 
ment (showing how the main principles are exemplified in the 
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